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TRANSLATION PROGRESS 

New Testament Pre-publication 

Brad has been wanting to say, “The New Testament has been sent to the 

publisher!” the last two newsletters. On March 8, the completed Omaraz 

NT was sent to the typesetter. On March 28, the typesetter sent a final 

draft of the New Testament to proofread. Brad’s goal was to proofread the 

New Testament in 7 days, but it took him 21 days. He and the translators 

found 400 mistakes, which have been corrected. The typesetter then 

created version 2; it took 17 days to proof with more mistakes caught. 

This work was completed across four different countries: the typesetter in Italy, two translators stuck in Uganda, 

one translator in Tanzania, and Brad in Kenya. Now the typesetter is creating a final draft-version 3 to proof.  
 

The New Testament has been audio recorded! Two of the Omaraz translators went 

to Uganda to record the audio New Testament on March 3, but another team did not 

finish on time, so our team was delayed in starting. They finally finished recording 

around April 8 but were stuck in Uganda when the borders closed on March 29, 

finally returning to Tanzania on June 9. At least they had a computer and internet 

access so they could keep working and communicate with their families.  
 

Brad finished an English interlinear back translation of Genesis so the consultant could add her notes. The 

translators responded to her notes and made changes where needed, but the May consultation was postponed of 

course. It has not yet been rescheduled. The translators are currently spending three weeks village checking 

Genesis in some remote locations. Rough drafting of Exodus is finished, and Brad has put in almost 300 notes for 

the translators to address before they do a Group Check. Brad will then lead the team through an Exegetical 

Check, virtually. A workshop for the Omaraz translators on how to translate the Psalms was postponed, but we 

are currently working on rescheduling toward the end of this year. 
 

Social Distancing 

We are practicing extreme social distancing at 8,500 miles apart. Tammie 

traveled to the US the end of January to help one of the kids, and Kenyan 

borders closed just a week before she was to return. We decided it was best 

for Brad to shelter in place in Nairobi considering his health issues, 

especially when all the flights to the US were landing in hot zones. He has 

been able to focus on work inside our quiet little apartment and has enough 

computer work, research, and reading to keep him busy for over a year, as 

long as the basics of water, electricity, internet, banking, and groceries remain stable. Since much of Brad’s work 

is done from home on his computer anyway, and he is an introvert, social distancing isn’t a big adjustment for 

him. We have scheduled a flight for him to return to the US on October 1st, as we had already planned to both be 

in the US Oct-Nov for previous commitments, though some of those have already been canceled or postponed. 

We are both still planning to return to Kenya in December if possible, but it will depend on pandemic 

developments and Kenya allowing us back in then. Like many, we are hoping a vaccine will be ready by the end 

of the year. Otherwise, we will continue working remotely in the US until things open back up. If delayed beyond 

January, we will do a short home assignment until after Morrie’s University graduation in May 2021. Our future 

plans are more tentative than usual, but Bible translation continues moving forward! 

  Audio Recording NT 

 

      Back: Bradley, Morrie, Yuda     

Front: Tammie & Brad 

    8.500 Miles of Social Distance 



Brad’s PhD Progress & Consultant Training 

Brad’s trip to The Netherlands in April was predictably canceled. The month of April was consumed with 

proofreading the New Testament, so no progress lately on the Omaraz PhD grammar project. On the consultant 

training front, Brad proofread nine chapters in Revelation and wrote questions to the translators of a language in 

NW Tanzanian in preparation for leading a consultant check. His mentor helped him improve those questions; 

now Brad needs to revise questions for chapters 4-9. The rest of Revelation is on hold as Brad focuses on Omaraz 

Genesis, Exodus, and New Testament. Brad will attend a virtual consultant’s workshop in the next few months.  
 

Tammie: PhD Disruptions, Housing International Students & Coaching 
Tammie had a PhD seminar class scheduled for April, but the class was postponed and moved online, like all 

University courses when campuses closed. The seminar was rescheduled for the 1st week of June, but no details 

were sent out. Tammie adjusted her sleep schedule to be awake from midnight to 9am (8am-5pm in Kenya) just 

in case the seminar went ahead. She finally received an email that Tuesday that they were to read a book and 

write a reaction paper over the next few weeks, then they would schedule 

virtual class time. They will begin meeting for one ‘day’ each week for 

five weeks, the week of July 27th. This gives a whole new meaning to 

“night classes.”  
 

When Morrie’s University campus closed, many of the international 

students were stuck, so she and her Korean housemate took in several of 

their Korean friends who had no place to go. Morrie moved into the room 

with her housemate, then three Korean guys moved into the back part of 

the house. Tammie was able to get a small travel trailer from her stepdad 

and set it up next to our house to provide additional space since she was 

also stuck. Yuda returned from Georgia and joined the Korean guys, 

sleeping on a cot in the back rooms. The travel trailer serves mostly as 

Tammie’s office but doubles as a quarantine space when someone travels. 

The students will move out when school restarts mid-August. But we were 

thankful for all their help to remove a tree that fell across the driveway!  
  

It has been good for Tammie to be in the US to provide emotional 

support for the kids, especially Yuda during the racial tensions. She is 

doing the shopping for all the students and taking care of overseeing 

house projects that were left undone and new repairs that have arisen, 

like the downed tree and the AC that went out. She is unable to focus as 

fully on her studies as if she were in Kenya. Not having access to the 

library in Kenya is also difficult, as some resources she needs are unique 

to East Africa and the AIU library. 
 

On a positive note, Tammie has been able to oversee getting some 

projects done that we left undone when we returned to Africa last year. 

She has a couple of college students that were Morrie’s high school 

classmates helping; one came from California to stay with a friend in the 

area for the summer. The biggest 

project was digging 4 feet holes to 

pour cement piers for the pergola we 

bought last year. They also put 

together a canopy over the trailer. 
 

Tammie completed a Coaching Masterclass in May-June to improve her 

coaching/ training skills. She had signed up for this professional development 

course in January, then had to travel to the States. Fortunately, they were able 

to move her registration to a second offering that she completed in June. 

   Thankful Car Not in Usual Spot! 

    Housing International Students       

 

Travel Trailer: Quarantine/Office 

          Coaching Certificate 



Immigration Progress 
In Tanzania, Brad’s work permit was granted in early March, but it was 

stamped ‘Final Grant,’ and it was only issued for one year instead of the 

normal two years. A new law in 2015 put a five year limit on being 

allowed to live and work in the country. The mission office appealed, but 

that delayed the application for the residence permit until the office 

receives a response to the work permit appeal. With government offices 

closed, the status of his appeal is unknown. He will probably abandon the 

appeal process and just obtain business visas for future trips to Tanzania. 
 

In Kenya, Brad applied for a one-year multi-entry visa, but the next week, 

when it would have been ready, government offices had closed. He also 

planned on picking up Tammie’s “Pupil Pass” (residence permit) which 

we had been notified was ready. In the meantime, Brad’s temporary visa 

expired, but the immigration website was not working to process an 

extension. It took over two weeks before finally getting a 1-month 

extension, which has also expired. He repeated the process and was given 

a 2-month extension. Brad has to keep applying for extensions until 

government offices re-open. His next expiration is mid-August.  
 

The Harvey ‘Kids’ 
Morrie lost work gigs and work study but received some compensation 

from the CARES act through the University. She was able to attend a 

small wedding of a close high school friend, instead of just a wedding 

shower; they moved the wedding up before things shut down. So Morrie 

was the first to quarantine in the travel trailer. Her boyfriend returned to 

Korea for the summer for a minor surgery. They were concerned about 

his being able to get back into the US. Though he would be able to return, 

other things have transpired in his 

family to cause him to make the 

difficult decision to complete his 

Korean military service now, 

before returning for his senior year. 

Things have been emotional for 

Morrie and the other Korean 

students. They are taking some 

summer classes; staying busy helps. 
 

Yuda was already experiencing some struggles in Georgia. Tammie helped him move back home in the midst of 

the pandemic and shutdown. He has been helping Tammie with the house projects, along with Morrie’s classmates 

from high school. They also got a corner of the large storage building cleaned up and some of our exercise 

equipment pulled out to set up a workout space. Yuda is doing most of the yard maintenance. He, Tammie, and 

Morrie also got a couple of raised-bed garden spaces prepared and a few things planted.   
 

Bradley’s hours at the radio station were greatly reduced during the pandemic. As things opened up, he had a 

couple of weeks of good hours due to some projects, but then his hours dropped back down. The station finally 

transitioned to FM, but they haven’t moved to their new location amidst the crisis. His apartment lease is up and 

an arrangement to share a house with a college friend fell through when the friend took a job in another state. 

With inadequate work to afford a place on his own, Bradley gave notice. He will be coming home the end of July 

to regroup. He will quarantine in the trailer while Tammie house sits for a family. Then our house will transition 

back to being our family home again by mid-August. With his extra time, Bradley was able to make progress on 

his role play game that he began developing in High School. He has a few High School friends joining him on 

Saturday mornings to play the game as he works out bugs, refines the program, and creates additional story lines. 

      Pergola Project Progression 

Pergola Attached 

Grilling Out 

    Putting In Raised Garden Beds 

Pouring Cement 

Digging Piers 



Health Updates… 
Brad still rides his bike almost every day, and does stretching and calisthenics at 

home. His health challenges are mostly under control, though always lurking just 

beneath the surface.  
 

Tammie has been able to maintain healthy eating now that she isn’t traveling. 

She is happy to have the exercise corner set up in the storage building and has 

been working with the college guys on the yard projects every morning for the 

last few weeks. The doctor increased her diabetes meds, so her sugar levels are 

in better control. Her thyroid meds remain well balanced, so her energy continues 

to be good. However, she had a gout flare up that prevented any exercise for a 

couple of weeks and had to add another prescription to her regimen. The doctor 

will check her blood uric acid levels in a couple of months when they do her 

diabetes check. 
 

Upcoming . . . 
 

July-Sept  -     Continue to Work Remotely; Tammie Online PhD Seminar Classes 

Oct   -     Brad travel to US; Attend International Conference on Missions in Indianapolis??  

Dec  -     Return to Kenya??; New Year’s Mission Retreat (Organizing Committee)?? 
 

PRAYER & PRAISES 

• Prayers for the fight against the Coronavirus: for the healthcare workers, researchers, government leaders, 

those who have lost jobs and businesses, and especially for those who have lost loved ones.  

• Pray for God’s people to respond to His leading, so this crisis can be turned into a great opportunity for 

the advancement of the Kingdom of God on earth. 

• Praise that Stephen and Michael, the translators, were finally able to get home from Uganda. 

• Praise for completion of the Omaraz New Testament, including audio version; Pray for the Typesetting & 

Printing Processes. 

• Pray for showings of the Jesus Film among the Omaraz to have a significant impact. 

• Pray for Brad’s Tanzanian Residence Permit, Kenyan visa and Tammie’s Kenyan Study Permit. 

• Praise for good progress on our health issues; continue praying for these chronic issues: Brad’s adrenal 

system, Morrie’s thyroid/energy, and Tammie’s diabetes, thyroid & gout. 

• Pray for the ‘kids’: Good spiritual, physical & emotional health: Bradley with job loss & move home; 

Yuda in midst of US racial tensions & life disruption to move back home; Morrie’s summer online classes, 

absence of longtime boyfriend & classes resuming under unusual conditions in August. 

• Pray for Brad’s progress on his PhD and consultant training. 

• Pray for Tammie’s progress on her PhD assignments and research, and stamina for her virtual all ‘night 

classes.’ 
 

Blessings to All, 

 

                            The Harvey Family 

 

 

DONATIONS for Harveys’ Ministry:   Personal US Address: 
Checks payable to “Heart for Central Africa”      Brad & Tammie Harvey 

c/o Denise Clark          1144 W Jefferson St.  

6848 Falls Ridge Lane           Siloam Springs, AR 72761  

College Grove, TN  37046                                

   (615) 504-8043                   BradSHarvey64@gmail.com        tmkharvey@hotmail.com    
 

Brad’s Main Mode of Exercise 
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